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pupils in it.   And since no clergyman would appoint
a teacher not of the denomination to which he minis-
tered under the undenominational system the schools
assumed a rigidly denominational character     But the
Central Board controlled teaching.   It could and did
guarantee that religion should not be taught in the
hours for which public pay was given :_ and also
that no teaching should be given offensive to the
principles of any pupil who might be present     It
being almost impossible to teach Irish history without
possibly hurting the feelings of either the middle
nation "or the old inhabitants, matters were simplified
by complete exclusion of the subject.    Irish boys and
girls in all primary schools grew up without  any
knowledge of the history of their own country. ^The
secondary schools, which were not  State-provided,
conformed to the example set them by the State.
Irishmen and women of both nations in all classes,
found themselves inspired by all the unlimited preju-
dices of their nation and class, without any historical
training to modify their predispositions.
In short the teaching was intended to be colourless
in so far as it concerned convictions.   Irish education
abhorred   convictions.     The   position   accorded _ to
teachers was governed by the same guiding principle
of fear.   Like civil servants, they were forbidden to
take part in  any  political  activity:   unlike   civil
servants, they had no security of tenure, all being
liable to dismissal by the manager:   there was no
adequate   pension   system,   and   the   salaries   were
miserably small.   Neither was there any ordered system
of promotion from the inferior school to the better—
managers having an unrestricted power of choice.
Such conditions were fit to produce spiritless service,
and on the whole they did produce it.
Further than this, the whole system was starved for
lack of money. Under the policy of the Imperial Parlia-
ment education was paid for in part by local contribution,
in part by the Treasury. The local contributions were

